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Sublime Sicily
A JOURNEY TO ITALY’S MOST TALKED-ABOUT WINE REGION
Sicily is currently one of the most talked-about Italian wine regions. Its
fascinating history – a melting pot of Greek, Roman, Arab, French and Spanish
cultures – accounts for its wide variety of grapes. Among these, Grillo and
Nerello Mascalese best represent how much Sicily has ramped up quality,
scaling heights commensurate with Mount Etna.
By Irene Graziotto
Photographs: Irene Graziotto, Benjamin Spencer
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emand for Sicily’s wines is one the most
recent trends on the Italian wine scene and
the island is arguably a region to watch out
for in years to come. Despite its centuries-old
tradition of winemaking, Sicily only started

attracting the attention of buyers and critics a decade
ago. This can be ascribed to changes in viticulture and
winemaking in the 1990s, when local wineries moved
towards a quality-driven approach and quit the race for
the lowest price.

Francesco Spadafora, owner of Spadafora Winery

A SEA CHANGE
“This was not a minor issue but involved a sea change”,
explains Francesco Spadafora, whose noble family
invested in the wine business a century ago: “Once,
wine co-operatives used to pay grape growers by weight
and sugar content”. Striving for quality meant lowering
yields per hectare, limiting sugar content in the grapes
and, conversely, retaining acidity and low Ph which
are important allies when it comes to ageing potential.

Klaus and Gunther di Giovanna, owners of Di Giovanna Winery

“Ultimately”, he points out, “training systems limiting
vine vigor and cellar techniques such as cryo-maceration
were essential”. Bottling, instead of selling bulk wine,
was the next step, thus pushing average wine prices
upwards and improving Sicily’s image. “Native varieties
are another success factor”, states Alessandro Parisi,
marketing and communication director at Tenute
Orestiadi, a winery focusing only on local varieties in the
Belice Valley: “We started gaining attention when Sicily
moved from Merlot and Chardonnay to Grillo, Nero
d’Avola and Frappato, to mention a few”.
SICILY, A POWERFUL WINE BRAND
“The quantum leap Sicily made as a brand is exemplified
by two famous labels”, explains Gunther Di Giovanna,
co-owner of Di Giovanna winery with his brother
Klaus. Their first vineyards were planted in 1860. “Take
Planeta Chardonnay: the word ‘Chardonnay’ is what
catches the eye because consumers will likely choose
the grape variety and not the region. But if you take
Planeta Cerasuolo di Vittoria, the focus is on Sicily and
The breathtaking landscape around the Di Giovanna Winery
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on Cerasuolo di Vittoria – a red blend from native grapes

Michele Villa owner of Villa Grisa and export manager at Madaudo Wineries
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longer the Igt. “Sicily is now a proper brand with strong
appeal abroad,” claims Michele Villa, owner of Villa
Grisa, a winery in Sambuca di Sicilia focusing mainly on
native varieties, and export manager at Cantine Madaudo.
“Sicily’s international popularity can also be explained
by events such as Sicilia en Primeur which for the past 15
years has enabled wine experts to better understand the
region” explains Silvia Maestrelli, who moved to Sicily
and bought Tenuta di Fessina on Mount Etna in 2007.
Events have been backed up by effective PR – the Wines
of Sicily twitter account has 12,500 followers, quite a
record for Italy. Campaigns are designed to be holistic

The Circumetnea Train passing through the vineyards of Madaudo Wineries

and include gastronomy, cultural tourism and sea-side
attractions along with wine knowledge.
GRILLO, THE SICILIAN RIESLING
White varieties account for over 60% of grapes grown on
Silvia Maestrelli, owner of Tenuta di Fessina

Nero d’Avola and Frappato”. “The wide array of native
grape varieties and the evocative bond with the wines’
homeland are what make Sicilian products so popular
in the US market”, believes Francesco Ditta, owner of
Around The Glass PR & Consulting in San Francisco. He
is not the only Sicilian in the wine trade. In fact, wine
importers such as Leonardo Lo Cascio have played a
key role in promoting the region overseas, especially

the island and Grillo is the third most common white
variety – after Catarratto bianco comune and Catarratto
bianco lucido. Grillo is cultivated mainly in the western
part of the island and it is most famous for its role in
the island’s fortified Marsala wines. Despite Marsala’s
fall from fashion, the grape’s popularity is far from
waning. “Quality-driven techniques along with cryomaceration have revealed the great potential of Grillo in
terms of aroma and freshness”, states Alessandro Parisi.
Nowadays, the white variety is used most commonly for

in the US and Canada, two countries with a strong

the production of still white wines, both varietal and

Sicilian community. South America, especially Brazil, is

blended. Its freshness is so outstanding that Francesco

an important market too, along with Northern Europe

Spadafora compares it to Riesling and underlines its

where consumers choose the Sicilian brand because it

versatility: “With Grillo you can – and we actually do

is synonymous with organic wine – the island is Italy’s

– produce everything, from a sparkling wine to a straw

largest organically farmed region.

wine”. Michele Villa who started producing a sparkling
Grillo two years ago points to strong consumer interest
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SICILIA DOC

in the product, partly due to the current popularity of

Creating a specific Sicilia Doc in 2012 was a winning

sparkling wines and partly because of demand for native

move. The Doc covers the entire island and is one of

varieties. Gunther Di Giovanna, who has just bought

the biggest Docs in Italy with almost 28 million bottles

a Grillo vineyard at 850 meters above sea level – “the

produced. Figures are expected to grow further because

highest Grillo vineyard in Sicily and therefore the entire

from the 2017 vintage, Grillo and Nero d’Avola, two of

world!” – underlines the pivotal role of the restaurant

the most important and most widely-grown grapes on

industry and tourism, especially when it comes to far-

the island, will only be entitled to the Sicilia Doc and no

flung markets such as Japan.
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Alessia Bevilacqua, owner of Terrazze dell’Etna

Benjamin Spencer , founder of the Etna Wine School

UNDER THE SICILIAN SUN

MOUNT ETNA, YET TO FULLY REVEAL ITS

When commenting on the remarkable fact that many

POTENTIAL

Sicilian wineries’ websites are translated into Japanese,

Foreigners have always played a key role in Sicilian

Alessia Bevilacqua – who in 2007 started buying land for

viticulture. Back in the 18th century, English merchants

what would have become Terrazze dell’Etna – highlights

traded with Marsala but also today with wines produced

how extremely interesting Japan is as a market, despite its

on Mount Etna, an active volcano 3,330 metres high

size. “The economy is robust and at the same time there

which dominates the North-Eastern corner of Sicily.

is much less competition than in the US, where every

“Along with the Sicilian family of Benanti who led the

restaurant has at least one Etna wine on its list”. She

way in the early 90s” says Alessia Bevilacqua, “the first

believes the interest Japanese consumers show in Etna

to invest in the area came from the US, Belgium or

stems from their gastronomic background: “Japanese

other parts of Italy: Marc De Grazia (Tenuta delle Terre

cuisine is extremely refined and so are the Japanese’s

Nere), Frank Cornelissen and, finally, Andrea Franchetti

palates”. More and more tourists from Asia are visiting

(Passopisciaro) who in 2008 created the Contrade

the region and tourism could definitely boost the Sicilian

dell’Etna event”. Recently, some important Piedmont

economy which is still suffering. Alessandro Parisi cites

producers have invested in the area too, like Davide

the example of Gibellina, a village located an hour’s drive

Rosso of Giovanni Rosso winery and last but least Angelo

from Trapani, which was completely destroyed by an

Gaja, whose arrival is confirmation of the high potential

earthquake in 1968 and was later rebuilt with the help

of the area. Potential that has yet to fully reveal itself.

of world-famous artists. Nowadays, it is visited every

The Doc, established in 1968, forms a semi-circle from the

year by as many visitors as residents, thus creating an

South to the East to the North, with no connection in the

important source of revenue.

West. “In total, there are approximately 23,000 hectares
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Trekking on Mount Etna. Photo credit: Benjamin Spencer

included within the boundaries of the Etna Doc. Of the
total vineyard area, however, there are currently only
about 1,100 hectares in production, leaving an enormous
swath of abandoned, overgrown and undiscovered Etna
Doc-approved viticultural space to explore,” explains
Benjamin Spencer, founder of the Etna Wine School,
which offers innovative education for wine lovers and
professional consultancy services.
THE ETNA EXPERIENCE
Volcanic wine is currently fashionable but this alone
does not account for Etna’s new-found reputation. The
most commonly produced Etna is the standard Etna
Rosso, a red wine made from the Nerello Mascalese
native grape, to which 20% Nerello Cappuccio is
added. Etna Bianco is produced using at least 60%
Carricante plus other varieties, particularly Catarratto.
A rosé version is also made but is not as popular, due
to Italy’s skepticism towards rosé wines. The secret of
Etna “mania” could lie in what Alessia Bevilacqua has
defined as the “Etna experience”: a rush of emotions, a
mixture of colors – the black sciara (dry lava flow), the
yellow broom, the green head-trained bush vines and
the blue sea – that strikes the eye and is committed to
memory through the elegance, minerality and freshness
of Etna wines. Likewise, Silvia Maestrelli defines Etna as
“a unique magical and magnetic place”. Etna was listed
The vineyards of Tenute Orestiadi with a Segesta Greek Temple
Sicily, a powerful wine brand
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as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2013 and is what
Goethe would have called “sublime”.

